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SR-16-17-51 LAC 
Legislative Affairs Committee 
RECOMMENDATION 
Recommends that the Faculty Senate request that the Marshall University administration 
allocates resources to make certain that no Marshall student qualifying for a West Virginia 
Higher Education Grant or Higher Education Adult Part-Time Student (HEAPS) Grant loses the 
grant amount due to the loss of HERA monies. 
RATIONALE: 
Per Legislative House Bill 2815, the Higher Education Policy Commission will no longer receive 
HERA monies after July 1, 2018. 
Part of the HERA monies are used to supplement Higher Education Policy Grants and HEAP 
Grants appropriated by the Legislature. 
In 2016-17, 2,805 Marshall University students benefitted from Higher Education Grants and 
300 Marshall University students benefitted from HEAPS Grants and some may lose those 
grants because of the demise of HERA monies flowing from the universities to HEPC. 
Therefore, in the event that MU students lose HEP Grant or HERA Grant amounts as a result of 
the elimination of HERA monies, we ask that Marshall's administration allocate resources to 
make the grant amounts equivalent to what they were before the elimination of the HERA funds 
so that no Marshall student suffers as a result of this policy change in HB 2815. 
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